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Our goal is to end the war in 2375. We shall not get into another
We are ready to negotiate. (print channel)
1. If they continue to escalate, we will respond with strong words.
   - We do not belittle.

How to you:
1. We shall continue our plan.
2. We shall avoid a wide war.
3. We shall send notice that the S.S.
   is not a helpless giant when we
   seek peace - against those who
   would humble.

Look for support for those seen:
1. Oppose our war fight.
2. Oppose men who will be left unloved
   - men who will come down.

We do seek to
This is not a move to suspend.
It is action to show to the world to end it
with a just peace.

Weak, quiet pressure to N.N.
Daring method.
Take the note:

Not to suppress the issue but to stimulate it.
To do so again -
To allow action with regard to action -
To cause prejudice and cost -
To release pin & N. Mum a scheme to
secure -
F & S to modern destroy lines -
Which the French and Jap

We are not violently anti-Kristallnacht.

(1) This territory is completely occupied by N. Mam.
Candidate
Stay quiet for 3 weeks - and then judge.

Options:
Limit to troops in Cambodia

The decision was joint & agreed on April 20.
1) US/North Vietnamese efforts in Cambodia
   - 3 potential surprise
   - Long range road cut
   - South sometimes have a hilt of supplies.
2) If we failed to act:
   a) Position of our forces controllable
   b) Vietnamese kept up
   c) Cambodia - lost - (least objective)

3) Our purpose:
   a) To avoid getting mixed into war in Cambodia
      1) No air support
      2) No advisors
      3) Work for political
   2) To hold current areas
      1) Not personnel
      2) Not equipment
      3) Not supplies
4) The question now is, achieved:
   a) May reduce pressure on Cambodia
      1) 20 days extra to do if in due time
      2) At least 2 delays
   b) It gives more a logistic problem
   c) Buys time for Vietnamese
      1) 4 months of being secure
      2) 4 months of supply replenishment
   d) Germany acts on its own - join coalition
   e) Assumes complete withdrawal
   f) Makes possible joint S. V. New Guam to services
   g) Makes American policy credible - has 6 divisions
      1) We have one option to - hold that is which
   h) Realign our associations
      1) Asian withdrawal
      2) Avoid Cambodia War (but provide some relief pressure
      3) Vietnamese - Paracelos
      4) Does them from here...
Ser Jan 20
1. We have assumed control of 15 ships
2. We have lost 10%
3. We have offered to negotiate some condition
   1. [Other text]
   2. [Other text]

This action is taken - with pause of our troops.

[Signature]
As Commander-in-Chief:

1. Assurance for safety of our troops
2. We can't move one for aid to Cambodia
3. We can't move one for withdrawal

As you may be doing nothing... (as a guess as to their intentions)

1. a thing out - is not in our interest
2. I believe we are successful - it will work
3. I believe this action is sound to make that policy work

[Other text]

These goals:
1. [Other text]
2. [Other text]
3. [Other text]
4. [Other text]
5. [Other text]
6. [Other text]
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1. One e. Royce in Diplomats
2. We shall leave 12 hours for question.

This decision was just

1. If we remain we should... -
   1. War in mania instead with our intent -
   2. Not in immediate withdrawal -
   3. The Great father on June 20
   4. On April 20 - anyone 150g -
   5. An met 10 day attack 4 expected -
   6. With坐下, East woods -
   7. We then asked for mania aid -
   8. We turned down and met -
      getting drawn into Lusaka area.
   9. We saw a threat.

2. Suvinic - conclude became a deep
   hold of 30 feet enemy building -
   3. We had to recognize that we from
      some position would be intensified -
   4. We ordered attacks -
      1. Purpose - supply - east jamm -
      2. reduce rotterdam -
      3. long time -
   2. Tactic -
      1. 3. N. Neusu - firing great role -
      2. An and out - in 8 weeks -
      3. Some next week -
   3. Accomplish -
      1. Hit go this week -
      2. Design team to -
      3. Detonate every four attacks -
      4. Broad and great -
      5. Withdraw will go hard -
      6. S. V. Now live to survive - failed it. -
      7. Patients dear -
1. We have a plan for peace.
2. It is going forward.
3. The door. The chance for
   man support he has. The
   sooner it will be achieved,
   one of man has responsibility.
   1. I am working toward that goal.
   2. It will not be broken. An
      eternal say, elements.

3. To them who support
   decision.